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Code No: 57071                                              Set No. 1 
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY HYDERABAD 

IV B.Tech. I Sem., I Mid-Term Examinations, August-2015 
ROBOTICS AND AUTOMATION 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

 
Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. Machine vision systems commonly use___________    [ ] 

A) pneumatic sensors  B) fiber opics      C) proximity sensors  D) video cameras 
 

2.  Which of the following drives are clean and quiet with a high degree of accuracy And reliability 
            [ ] 
 A) pneumatic drives  B)  hydraulic drives  C) electric drives D) all the above 
 
3.  Only one surface is required to grasp or hold the object by    [ ] 

A) vacuum gripper B) magnetic gripper  C) adhesive gripper D) none of the above 
 

4.  Wrist yaw motion enables        [ ]  
 A) Rotation of wrist   

B) Rightward and leftward swiveling movement of the wrist 
C) Up and down movement of the wrist and involves rotational movement as well. 
D) None of these.    
        

5. The technical name of a hand attached to the wrist of a robot is   [ ] 
  A) gripper B) Actuator   C) manipulator D) end effector 
 
6. The production volume is high in ______________________ automation.   [ ] 
 A) Fixed B) Programmable C) Mixed D) Flexible 
 
7. Which component of a hydraulic fluid power system performs the same function?  
           as the receiver in a pneumatic fluid power system?     [ ] 
 A) reservoir  B) actuator C) compressor  D) selector valve 
 
8. Type of drive used for larger robots         [ ]  

A) electric  B) pneumatic   C) hydraulic D) mechanical 
 

9. The other name for rectangular robot is      [ ] 
  A) polar B) cylindrical  C) cartesian coordinate D) jointed arm 
 
 10. Which of the following sensors are non-contact type robotic sensors  [ ] 
            A) force sensors B) touch sensor C) optical sensor D) torque sensors 
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Code No: 57071      :2:           Set No. 1 
 
II Fill in the Blanks: 

 
11. In _______________ grippers, the power of a piston/cylinder system can be translated into a  
            gripping force. 
 
12. The suction cups are made of _____________ like materials. 
 
13.  Expand the term scara ___________________ 
 
14.  The work volume of a spherical robot is ______________ 
 
15. The most common type of electric actuator is ______________ 
 
16.   _____________ refers to the minimum and maximum changes in input signal in which the  
        sensor can respond. 
 
17.  Accuracy of ________________ actuator is poor at low velocities. 
 
18.  A body in 3-D space has _________________ degrees of freedom. 
 
19.  Three laws of robotics are given by ________________________  
 
20.  __________ joint permit links to move in a linear relationship. 
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JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY HYDERABAD 

IV B.Tech. I Sem., I Mid-Term Examinations, August-2015 
ROBOTICS AND AUTOMATION 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

 
Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. A) Rotation of wrist   

B) Rightward and leftward swiveling movement of the wrist 
C) Up and down movement of the wrist and involves rotational movement as well. 
D) None of these.    
        

2. The technical name of a hand attached to the wrist of a robot is   [ ] 
  A) gripper B) Actuator   C) manipulator D) end effector 
 
3. The production volume is high in ______________________ automation.   [ ] 
 A) Fixed B) Programmable C) Mixed D) Flexible 
 
4. Which component of a hydraulic fluid power system performs the same function?  
           as the receiver in a pneumatic fluid power system?     [ ] 
 A) reservoir  B) actuator C) compressor  D) selector valve 
 
5. Type of drive used for larger robots         [ ]  

A) electric  B) pneumatic   C) hydraulic D) mechanical 
 

6. The other name for rectangular robot is      [ ] 
  A) polar B) cylindrical  C) cartesian coordinate D) jointed arm 
 
7. Which of the following sensors are non-contact type robotic sensors  [ ] 
            A) force sensors B) touch sensor C) optical sensor D) torque sensors 
 
8. Machine vision systems commonly use___________    [ ] 

A) pneumatic sensors  B) fiber opics      C) proximity sensors  D) video cameras 
 

9.  Which of the following drives are clean and quiet with a high degree of accuracy And reliability 
            [ ] 
 A) pneumatic drives  B)  hydraulic drives  C) electric drives D) all the above 
 
10.  Only one surface is required to grasp or hold the object by    [ ] 

A) vacuum gripper B) magnetic gripper  C) adhesive gripper D) none of the above 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 

 
11.  The work volume of a spherical robot is ______________ 
 
12. The most common type of electric actuator is ______________ 
 
13.   _____________ refers to the minimum and maximum changes in input signal in which the  
        sensor can respond. 
 
14.  Accuracy of ________________ actuator is poor at low velocities. 
 
15.  A body in 3-D space has _________________ degrees of freedom. 
 
16.  Three laws of robotics are given by ________________________  
 
17.  __________ joint permit links to move in a linear relationship. 
  
18. In _______________ grippers, the power of a piston/cylinder system can be translated into a  
            gripping force. 
 
19. The suction cups are made of _____________ like materials. 
 
20.  Expand the term scara ___________________ 
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IV B.Tech. I Sem., I Mid-Term Examinations, August-2015 
ROBOTICS AND AUTOMATION 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

 
Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. The production volume is high in ______________________ automation.   [ ] 
 A) Fixed B) Programmable C) Mixed D) Flexible 
 
2. Which component of a hydraulic fluid power system performs the same function?  
           as the receiver in a pneumatic fluid power system?     [ ] 
 A) reservoir  B) actuator C) compressor  D) selector valve 
 
3. Type of drive used for larger robots         [ ]  

A) electric  B) pneumatic   C) hydraulic D) mechanical 
 

4. The other name for rectangular robot is      [ ] 
  A) polar B) cylindrical  C) cartesian coordinate D) jointed arm 
 
5. Which of the following sensors are non-contact type robotic sensors  [ ] 
            A) force sensors B) touch sensor C) optical sensor D) torque sensors 
 
6. Machine vision systems commonly use___________    [ ] 

A) pneumatic sensors  B) fiber opics      C) proximity sensors  D) video cameras 
 

7.  Which of the following drives are clean and quiet with a high degree of accuracy And reliability 
            [ ] 
 A) pneumatic drives  B)  hydraulic drives  C) electric drives D) all the above 
 
8.  Only one surface is required to grasp or hold the object by    [ ] 

A) vacuum gripper B) magnetic gripper  C) adhesive gripper D) none of the above 
 

9.  Wrist yaw motion enables        [ ]  
 A) Rotation of wrist   

B) Rightward and leftward swiveling movement of the wrist 
C) Up and down movement of the wrist and involves rotational movement as well. 
D) None of these.    
        

10. The technical name of a hand attached to the wrist of a robot is   [ ] 
  A) gripper B) Actuator   C) manipulator D) end effector 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 

 
11.   _____________ refers to the minimum and maximum changes in input signal in which the  
        sensor can respond. 
 
12.  Accuracy of ________________ actuator is poor at low velocities. 
 
13.  A body in 3-D space has _________________ degrees of freedom. 
 
14.  Three laws of robotics are given by ________________________  
 
15.  __________ joint permit links to move in a linear relationship. 
  
16. In _______________ grippers, the power of a piston/cylinder system can be translated into a  
            gripping force. 
 
17. The suction cups are made of _____________ like materials. 
 
18.  Expand the term scara ___________________ 
 
19.  The work volume of a spherical robot is ______________ 
 
20. The most common type of electric actuator is ______________ 
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JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY HYDERABAD 

IV B.Tech. I Sem., I Mid-Term Examinations, August-2015 
ROBOTICS AND AUTOMATION 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

 
Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. Type of drive used for larger robots         [ ]  

A) electric  B) pneumatic   C) hydraulic D) mechanical 
 

2. The other name for rectangular robot is      [ ] 
  A) polar B) cylindrical  C) cartesian coordinate D) jointed arm 
 
3. Which of the following sensors are non-contact type robotic sensors  [ ] 
            A) force sensors B) touch sensor C) optical sensor D) torque sensors 
 
4. Machine vision systems commonly use___________    [ ] 

A) pneumatic sensors  B) fiber opics      C) proximity sensors  D) video cameras 
 

5.  Which of the following drives are clean and quiet with a high degree of accuracy And reliability 
            [ ] 
 A) pneumatic drives  B)  hydraulic drives  C) electric drives D) all the above 
 
6.  Only one surface is required to grasp or hold the object by    [ ] 

A) vacuum gripper B) magnetic gripper  C) adhesive gripper D) none of the above 
 

7.  Wrist yaw motion enables        [ ]  
 A) Rotation of wrist   

B) Rightward and leftward swiveling movement of the wrist 
C) Up and down movement of the wrist and involves rotational movement as well. 
D) None of these.    
        

8. The technical name of a hand attached to the wrist of a robot is   [ ] 
  A) gripper B) Actuator   C) manipulator D) end effector 
 
9. The production volume is high in ______________________ automation.   [ ] 
 A) Fixed B) Programmable C) Mixed D) Flexible 
 
10. Which component of a hydraulic fluid power system performs the same function?  
           as the receiver in a pneumatic fluid power system?     [ ] 
 A) reservoir  B) actuator C) compressor  D) selector valve 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 

 
11.  A body in 3-D space has _________________ degrees of freedom. 
 
12.  Three laws of robotics are given by ________________________  
 
13.  __________ joint permit links to move in a linear relationship. 
  
14. In _______________ grippers, the power of a piston/cylinder system can be translated into a  
            gripping force. 
 
15. The suction cups are made of _____________ like materials. 
 
16.  Expand the term scara ___________________ 
 
17.  The work volume of a spherical robot is ______________ 
 
18. The most common type of electric actuator is ______________ 
 
19.   _____________ refers to the minimum and maximum changes in input signal in which the  
        sensor can respond. 
 
20.  Accuracy of ________________ actuator is poor at low velocities. 
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